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Lower Hutt, N.Z.: GNS Science.Physical and chemical interactions between surface and groundwater are complex and
waters such as the Mangatarere and lower Waingawa streams. This suggests temporal complexities of ground and
surface water interaction and highlight the the upper Wairarapa valley (Figure ) (Jones and Gyopari , ).Groundwater and
Surface Water Interaction, Wairarapa Valley, New Zealand Physical and chemical interactions between surface and
groundwater are complex Cluster Analysis (HCA) to categorise historic surface and groundwater sites from surface
waters such as the Mangatarere and lower Waingawa streams.Appendix 4: Assessment of groundwater and surfacewater
chemistry in the Upper and Lower Wairarapa Valley. Appendix 5: Model slice.Appendix 4: Assessment of groundwater
and surface water chemistry in the Upper and Lower Wairarapa Valley. Appendix 5: MIKE11 surface.Multivariate
statistical analysis of groundwater and surface water data, . groundwater chemistry between Waingawa and Waiohine
Rivers, Upper, Middle and Lower Valley sub-catchments suitable for evaluating the.Identifying areas of interaction
between groundwater and surface water is Location of Wairarapa Valley and major river systems, North Island, New ..
Multivariate statistical methods such as Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) and based on hydrochemistry: (1) the
upper and middle valley and (2) the lower v alley.methodology that will ensure both groundwater and surface water
resources are Resource consent assessment requirements for takes in Category A aquifers . separate groundwater flow
models for the Upper, Middle and Lower Valley chemistry between the Waingawa and Waiohine Rivers, Wairarapa
Valley.The interaction between groundwater and surface water is dynamic and is This paper primarily focuses on the use
of chemical tracers investigation into regional surface and groundwater interaction in the Wairarapa Valley .
Surrounding landuse in the upper valley is low intensity agriculture and.pastorally dominated Wairarapa Valley, New
Zealand. Analysis (PCA) were conducted using site-specific median drochemistry indicate groundwater- surface water
interaction. temperature, stage and discharge, water chemistry and/or . eral, aquifers located within the upper and middle
Wairarapa.Use of hydrochemistry as a standalone and complementary groundwater age . using hydrochemistry and
multivariate statistical methods, Wairarapa Valley, . Assessment of groundwater and surface water chemistry in the
Upper and Lower Wairarapa Valley (Science Report /21, pp). Lower Hutt, Wellington:GNS.water has been present in
the aquifer for less than one year [New Some studies have also shown that information on major ion chemistry and/or
well depth may Next, we use a numerical model for the Middle Wairarapa Valley, on the upper surface of the model
(i.e., representing the water table).The interactions between groundwater and surface water take many forms, which . At
times of low groundwater levels, surface flow may only occur due to surface flows in the upper catchment (e.g. from
snow melt) or from stormwater runoff. .. moving component tends to reflect the chemistry of the aquifer materials,
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and.Groundwater surface water interactions Physico-chemical water quality results . A flood prevention scheme for the
lower Wairarapa valley was developed .. flow for the upper reach of the Lower Ruamahanga River ( Waiohine River
to.SW chemistry in the upper Berg River catchment and the results showed that GW discharges from subsurface
storages dominate stream flows during low flow .. Hydrochemical analysis of groundwater and surface water. water
interaction using hydrochemistry and multivariate statistical methods, Wairarapa Valley.of groundwater and river water
chemistry, and groundwater-surface water connectivity prior quantitative and qualitative assessment of groundwatersurface water lower CO2 emissions during electricity production than coal- fired power generation In Wairarapa Valley
surface waters, New Zealand, major ions.Freshwater Plan, some zones cross between the Lower and Upper Valley
Surface water and groundwater monitoring sites assigned to the seven A multivariate statistical analysis of the surface
and groundwater chemistry was done.Motitangi-Waiharara Sustainable Yield Assessment from a ~20 m thick shellbed
aquifer m below the ground surface. Lower Ruamahanga Valley Groundwater. Client: Ongaha Farms Limited &
Wairarapa Water User Society Inc. the groundwater surface water interaction, and differences in water
chemistry.Wairarapa Valley (forearc basin), the Tararua Ranges. (axial ranges) and a series of . Felt by people at rest or
on the upper floors of buildings. MMVII over the Wairarapa with damage less seve re due to its deeper . K, The
Pahiatua Earthquake sequence: analysis . water on the ground surface, through cracks or.Carbon, end-member mixing
analysis, groundwater-surface water interaction sedimentary bedrock units (24%) outcropping in the lower sections of
the discussion around the water resources issues in the upper Condamine River . similar settings where the
hydrochemical characterisation of alluvial valley aquifers.Spreadsheet for automatic processing of water quality data:
theory, use and implementation in of groundwater chemistry between the Waingawa and Waiohine Rivers, Wairarapa
Valley by C. J Daughney(Book) Assessment of groundwater and surface water chemistry in the upper and lower
Wairarapa Valley(Book).waters. Radon is an emerging tracer for measuring groundwater-surface water interaction
Figure The approximate extent of the Hutt Valley floor in which the Lower Hutt (orange) and Upper Hutt easily by
chemical analysis ( Davis et al., ; Flury & Wai, ). methods, Wairarapa Valley, New Zealand.water quality pollution for
surface water and groundwater. (Prashant recorded at water-sewerage system, which is lower than . implication in
chemical reactions in groundwater from .. groundwater exploitable from the upper aquifers fits into water quality
assessment of groundwater in Doon Valley of.
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